Download Notre Dame Fire
The University of Notre Dame Fire Department (NDFD) is dedicated to the preservation of life and property
and to the promotion of fire safety through public education, inspections and fire protection system
maintenance.A major fire has engulfed the medieval cathedral of Notre-Dame in Paris, one of France's most
famous landmarks. The 850-year-old Gothic building's spire and roof have collapsed but the main ...The Notre
Dame Fire and the Future of History. The fire turned the thousand-year-old roof to ash. But a digital replica of
the cathedral could help make its restoration all the more complete.A massive blaze at Notre Dame Cathedral in
Paris devastated large parts of the 850-year-old church. The fire is now out, but the cathedral's iconic spire fell
during the hours it took to battle ...A major fire erupted at the Notre Dame Cathedral in Paris on Monday. The
cause of the blaze remains unclear, but officials do not suspect terrorism or arson. About 50 people are involved
with the ...[Here are photos of Notre-Dame over the years before the fire.] As the last rush of tourists tried to get
inside, the doors of Notre-Dame were shut abruptly and without explanation, witnesses said ...PARIS – The
structure of the Notre Dame Cathedral has been saved from a massive fire that had threatened to gut the 800year-old beloved landmark, fire officials said late Monday. “The worst ...PARIS — The massive fire at Notre
Dame Cathedral in Paris was extinguished early Tuesday after a nine-hour battle, authorities said. "The
cathedral’s structure has been saved and the main ...Notre Dame fire: Paris Fire Brigade chaplain braved the
blaze to rescue cathedral treasures. Paris’ public prosecutor Remy Heitz said Tuesday the cause of the fire that
tore through the 850-year ...Notre Dame fire: 'France is crying and the whole world, too' Paris prosecutor says
no sign Notre Dame fire was caused on purpose, as investigators look at roof renovation work. - Notre Dame
Fire

